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Feature  Step-by-step

Roofing
Last month, Martin Beat showed how to build a log store. 

This month he shows how to put a roof on it

Slating1 The tools you 
will need.

2 Put a straight edge along the top of 
the rafters and adjust them where 

necessary until they are level. Mark and 
cut all ends of the rafters parallel to the 
wall plates. Double check that the rafters 
are all the same length. Pre-drill and nail a 
50 x 25mm batten along the front edge of the 
rafters as shown using 65mm nails.  

Use a roofing square to check that this 
batten is square with the rafters. 

3 Lay on a second batten above the first 
and lay on a slate. These slates are 

pre-holed 250 x 500mm reclaimed slates. 
Line up the nail holes of the slate with 
the middle of this second batten, while 
allowing the bottom or ‘tail’ of the slate to 
overhang the roof edge by 50mm.

4 Lay a third batten just under the 
second batten. Lay a second slate, 

lining up the nail holes with the middle of 

the third batten. Check the slate edges are 
perpendicular to the fixed bottom batten, 
and that all the battens are parallel. Now 
nail the second and third battens to the 
rafters.

5 Using a straight edge and a nail, mark 
and cut the second slate parallel with 

the top of the third batten, and mark and 
cut again parallel with, but 5mm short of, 
the tail of the first slate (see ‘cutting slates’ 
side panel). This is the template for the 
‘eaves’ or starter course of slates.

6 Lay a fourth batten so that the top, or 
‘head’ of the full size slate rests on its 

centre. Lay a third slate on so that its nail 
holes line up with the middle of the fourth 
batten. 
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7 Nail a batten right to the top edge of the 
rafters, checking that it is parallel with 

the other battens. Lay a sixth batten on 
below it. Lay two more slates on with their 
nail holes lined up with the centres of the 
top two battens as shown.

8 The depth by which one slate tail 
covers down below the head of another 

slate two courses below it is called the 
‘headlap’. Here it is about 100mm. There 
must be enough headlap on the slates to 
avoid leaks. There are slating tables online 
which give the minimum recommended 
headlap for different pitches of roof in 
different areas of the country. If the roof 

has a pitch of over 20 degrees and is not on 
an exposed site then a  100mm headlap will 
be ample. 

9 WIth the exception of the top slate, 
every slate must have its head 

resting in the centre of the batten above 
it, and its tail must cover the nail holes 
of the one below it. At this point you can 
adjust the two unfixed battens until they 
are equidistant and allow the slates to fit 
properly. When you are happy nail the 
battens on.

10 Use a roofing square to mark and 
then cut the batten ends parallel to 

the rafters and with enough overhang to 
cover the woodwork of the frame.

11 Take the eaves slate you cut earlier 
(step 5). Use it as a template and cut 

another slate to the same size. Cut this 
slate exactly in half from head to tail, and 
lay both halves onto the bottom battens as 
shown.

12 Cut as many more whole-eaves 
slates as you need to fill in between 

the two half-eaves slates. Ideally the slates 
have a 3mm gap between them and should 
not push against one another. Nail on the 
eaves slates (see ‘fixing slates’ side panel). 
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13 Nail on a row of full size slates in a 
brick-bond pattern over the top of 

the eaves slates. Allow the tails of the full 
size slates to overhang the tails of the eaves 
slates by 5mm. If the slates you are using 
are not of an even width then trim the 
slates to achieve the correct overlap pattern 
(see ‘cutting slates’ side panel). Ideally 
every join in between slates is covered by 
the mid-point of the slate above it.

14 Now mark and cut a full length 
slate in half from head to tail. Lay 

one half at either end to set the next course 
of slates in a brick-bond pattern above the 
previous course. 

15 Fill in between with full size slates. 
Keep checking that the slates are 

going on square with the battens, and that 
the overlap pattern is correct.

16 Continue fixing courses of slates in 
a brick-bond pattern until the heads 

of a course of slates are resting on the top 
batten.
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17 Fix a strip of wood which is the 
same thickness as the slates to the 

top batten to prevent the next course of ‘top’ 
slates from kicking their tails up. Lay the 
top slates in position and mark a ridge line 
flush to the top edge of the top batten. Take 
the slates off, put them in an ordered pile, 
and cut them to size before nailing them 
onto the roof in the same order as they were 
laid before.

18 The ridge of the roof needs a 
capping. I intend to replace this tin 

with lead once I can afford it!

Cutting Slates
19 To accurately cut slates use an 

angle grinder with a diamond 
blade.  Mark the slate by scratching a nail 
guided along a straight edge, then cut with 
the slate supported and clamped on a firm 
surface as shown.  Always wear safety 
goggles, ear defenders and a face mask 
when using the grinder.

20 Trim small amounts off slates 
using a zax, sometimes called a 

slate axe.  Position the slate on a flat solid 
surface so that the slate is supported just 
short of the line you are cutting along with 
the zax.

21 For small adjustments to slate 
edges, nibble with a twisting action 

using a claw-hammer.

Fixing Slates
22 Use either galvanised, stainless 

steel or brass nails to fix slates to 
the batttens. Choose a nail length which 
penetrates well into the batten but does 
not protrude out underneath. 30mm nails 
usually suit slates nailed onto 25mm 
battens. Hammer nails so that the nail 
head is as flush as possible with the top of 
the slate. Avoid over-hammering the nails 
so that the slate is put under pressure, sits 
awkwardly or cracks.

23 When using reclaimed slates 
there is a chance that the existing 

holes have been eroded and broken so that 
they are larger than the head of the nails 
that you are using.  In this case use a HSS 
drill bit to drill a new hole.  Try to drill the 
holes 30mm in from the edges of the slate, 
and 30mm away from any existing holes, 
to avoid compromising the strength of the 
slate. Choose to drill the holes near either 
edge rather than towards the middle of the 
slate.

24  If the batten you are nailing into 
is not supported by a rafter as on 

this gable end then support underneath the 
batten with a lump hammer to achieve the 
fixing.
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